Duralite ® Cases
Features:

and Covers – welcomes you

High quality
Durable & light
Hill Style
Velvet lining
Quality bow spinners
Brass pulls
Stitched handle
European lock
Lined matching blanket
®
Screw-attached cover
Weather-proof Cordura
YKK™ zippers
Strong threaded seams
Adjustable shoulder straps
Colour-coded trim
Velcro neck restraint
Backpack features
String tube

The Duralite® Case that you have chosen is built to give you many years of reliable service. In the event of any question
or difficulty with your case, please contact the dealer where you purchased it. Your case needs very little for maintenance.
The following information will help you in the upkeep of your Duralite® Case.
®



Your Duralite® Cordura Cover has been treated with advanced DWR-Dirt & Water Repellence. A clean nylon brush such
as a nailbrush is very effective to keep the cover looking clean and fresh. For more stubborn soiling a damp brush is
advantageous.



YKK Zipper – made in Canada, is among the best quality zippers in the world. For long life, please ensure you unzip your
cover fully before opening the case.



The Snap Type Case Latch is the only item requiring maintenance. Depending on the climate conditions it may need
lubrication about once a year. A lubricant, such as sewing machine oil is best. One drop should be applied in each of the
latch ports, and two drops in the keyhole (one towards each side). The latch will then perform smoothly and effortlessly.
The latch should close with one finger pressure. Lubricate if you notice difficulty in closing the latch. Please take care
when applying oil so as not to get any on the cover or inside lining.



Viola cases are adjustable to fit the size of your instrument. The upper instrument cradle (shoulder section) is movable.
Simply take firm hold of the neck restraint straps with one hand while holding down the middle cross brace. Pull steady
and firmly until the hook & loop releases. Reposition to desired location for your instrument and press the upper
instrument cradle firmly down, in order to reattach the hook and loop in place.



For Double Viola/Violin Cases the adjustment is located under the viola neck pad, which is removable to access the
adjustment.



If your case is equipped with a humidifier the following directions apply. Open the Closure end. Fill the unit until water
emerges from evaporation vents. By firmly re-inserting the Closure, a vacuum is created which makes leaking impossible
and the humidifying action commences. Regulate the humidity by turning the Sleeve to open or close the Control Vents,
thereby allowing the desired evaporation.



If for any reason you should need assistance, please contact your dealer where you purchased the case.

Duralite Cases & Covers
RR 2, Mount Elgin, Ontario
Canada, N0J 1N0
Tel: 519-485-1889 Fax: 519-485-4015

